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ABSTRACT

This paper formulates the design of optimal observing networks for

past surface climate conditions as the solution to a data assimilation

problem, given a realistic proxy system model (PSM), paleoclimate

observational uncertainties, and potential observing sites. We illus-

trate the method with the design of optimal networks of coral d 18O

records used to jointly infer sea surface temperature (SST) and sea sur-

face salinity (SSS) fields from the Community Climate System Model

4.0 Last Millennium simulation. We show that an existing paleo-

observing network accounts for ⇠ 20% of the SST variance and adding

25 to 100 optimal pseudo-coral sites would explain 35 to 52%. Charac-

terizing the SST variance alone or jointly with the SSS leads to similar

optimal networks, which justifies using coral d 18O records for SST re-

constructions. In contrast, the network design for reconstructing large-

scale SSS patterns depends on the amplitude of the observational error:

replicates may be more beneficial than the exploration of new sites, in

particular, most replicates would be chosen close to the hydroclimatic

centers of action of the El Niño Southern Oscillation. We analyze the

impact of various optimization criteria on the resulting sensor network

before discussing extensions to other types of paleoclimatic observa-

tions, and outline a path to operationalization.
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1. Introduction32

A general goal of paleoclimatology is to use paleoclimate observations, which are33

sparser and noisier than direct observations, to characterize pre-instrumental climate34

variability. Paleoclimate observations involve, for example, using d 18O of coral arago-35

nite to measure a combined calcification temperature and seawater d 18O value, while36

direct observations would be, for instance, using a thermometer to measure bucket SST.37

Ideally, the design of sampling strategies includes both local and global considerations38

in some objectively determined combination. Local considerations include presence and39

availability of material archives that may be sampled to produce paleoclimate observa-40

tions, sensitivity of the proxy system to climate conditions at the site, accessibility, safety,41

and costs. For scientific goals that include the description of non-local phenomena, ad-42

ditional considerations include the extent to which site observations reflect large-scale43

patterns, the variables in which those patterns are locally expressed; the balance between44

expanding the observing network spatially and/or temporally, and replicating existing45

data to reduce paleoclimate observational uncertainties. Although the former category46

of network design criteria is highly site-specific, the latter is approachable by means of47

hypothetical studies. Given assumptions about local optimization criteria, how would48

one prioritize sampling expeditions given limited resources? Would it be more efficient49

to generate replicates of a proxy series at an existing site or go sample a new one? How50

much would each paleoclimate observation contribute to reducing uncertainty in our51

knowledge of past climates? Similar questions were explored by Bradley (1996), who52

considered an existing proxy network and examined how well it predicted global mean53

annual temperature series. Evans et al. (1998) explored the more general problem of op-54
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timal proxy sampling for minimizing theoretical error in reconstructed fields, but for the55

more specific estimation ofthe SST field. To that end, the authors used a reduced-space56

optimal interpolation (OI) based reconstruction framework (Gandin 1965; Kaplan et al.57

1997), and assumed hypothetical SST observations made with random error might be58

available at a predetermined, quasi-realistic, coral-atoll-like sampling network. For small59

paleoclimate observational errors, they found that relatively small networks were able60

to resolve the most important large scale patterns of SST variance (e.g. Evans et al. 1998,61

Fig. 4, 5 and 6) and reduce the analysis error by up to 30% regionally. In the presence of62

relatively large paleoclimate observational errors, resampling (replication) was often pre-63

ferred over sampling additional locations. Their iterative, “next best” approach did not,64

however, guarantee that the resulting proxy network will be optimal; nor did they con-65

sider that the most common paleoclimatic observation made in coral aragonite is oxygen66

isotopic composition (d 18O), which depends not only on temperature but also seawater67

d 18O at time of calcification (Evans et al. 1998).68

Recently, Mauger et al. (2013) solved the related problem of designing optimal meteoro-69

logical networks for a specified field using a related data assimilation framework (Ancell70

and Hakim 2007; Hakim and Torn 2008). They applied their method to monitoring two71

separate quantities: US Pacific Northwest regionally and annually averaged precipita-72

tion and temperature. By minimizing the error about the mean temperature field, they73

found that a relatively small number of stations (5-10) were sufficient to characterize the74

mean-field variance over the domain. This approach, generalized to vector optimiza-75

tion (Hryniw and Hakim 2015) and applied to paleoclimate observations mapped from76

multivariate fields, provides a solid foundation for the present work.77
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It turns out that such problems fall under the general umbrella of optimal sensor place-78

ment (OSP), which is the subject of an extensive literature. Roughly speaking, OSP prob-79

lems can be divided into two main categories:80

1 Monitoring for event detection, for instance in large scale urban infrastructures (see81

Berry et al. 2005; Krause et al. 2008; Hart and Murray 2010; Comboul and Ghanem82

2013).83

2 Using sparse sensor networks to estimate a physical process in space and time (see84

Kriging and its generalization to Gaussian process regression, e.g. Zimmerman 2006;85

Krause et al. 2008; Castello et al. 2010).86

In this study we formalize the design of optimal strategies for climate proxy sampling87

by borrowing tools from this literature. We generalize the previous approaches so the88

paleo observational network design is solely based on the choice of information utility89

measure and the ability of each proxy to capture environmental signals. Three ingredi-90

ents make this approach feasible: (1) an efficient formulation of the sensitivity problem91

(Ancell and Hakim 2007; Hakim and Torn 2008; Mauger et al. 2013); (2)models relating92

climate fields to paleoclimate observations – that is, proxy system models (PSMs, Evans93

et al. 2013); (3) an efficient search algorithm (e.g. GREEDY, Nemhauser et al. 1978; Krause94

et al. 2008; Das and Kempe 2008, 2011) if a direct search is not feasible. Given a set of pos-95

sible sampling locations dictated by a set of presumed site-local biological and geological96

considerations, we seek to characterize the variance of one or more climate fields with97

a minimum number of paleoclimate observations of a given quality. To illustrate this98

process, we focus on designing an optimal network of oxygen isotope observations in99

coral aragonite (d 18Oc), with the goal of learning about sea surface temperatures (SST)100
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and/or sea surface salinity (SSS)from the Community Climate System Model (CCSM) 4.0101

Last Millennium simulation of Landrum et al. (2012). More precisely, given p0locations102

where coral d 18O could potentially be measured, what are the best p locations to capture103

as much variance in SST and SSS as possible? To do so, we leverage the simple bivari-104

ate model ofThompson et al. (2011) with a perfect model scenario aimed at establishing105

aproof of concept. However, the framework is extremely general, and applicable to any106

proxy system that is well-understood enough to be numerically modeled via a Proxy Sys-107

tem Model (PSM). A summary of the methodology is provided in Fig. 1. The article is108

structured as follows: in section 2 we formulate the mathematical problem and propose a109

solution method. A pseudocoral example is introduced in section 3, which describes the110

setting and experimental design. Results are shown in section 4, followed by a discus-111

sion in section 5. We conclude with an assessment of challenges that remain before this112

strategy can be operationalized.113

2. Methodology114

Let V denote the set of p0 paleoclimate observation sites (i.e. |V | = p0 is the cardinal115

of V). To V , we associate a set of observable random variables (RV) y. In our case, y116

represents the proxy measurement anomalies such as coral d 18O or Sr/Ca taken at spe-117

cific sites. We denote by F , where |F | = q, the set of grid points and x a climate field at118

those locations, observed indirectly via y. In the following, x will stand for anomalies of119

sea-surface temperature and/or salinity and J for the field information we wish to infer120

from the proxies (e.g. the whole SST field, the NINO3.4 index, or some other metric de-121

rived from SST/SSS), also called the forecast metric or response function of x. Next, we122

describe the Gaussian model representation for x, which is suitable for field anomaly val-123
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ues (centered around zero), and the bayesian estimation of the system given paleoclimate124

observations yS at some location S.125

a. Sensor placement as a filtering problem126

Let us consider the filtering problem consisting of a Gaussian process x, which we127

cannot observe directly, and an observation process yS correlated with x as follows:128

x⇠ N (µ,S) (1)

yS = HS(x)+ eS (2)

where129

• µ and S are the prior mean and error covariance matrix of x130

• yS, is the vector of p-observations at a subset of locations S 2V131

• HS is the operator mapping the field variables to the measurements at S. Since x is132

typically not directly observable (i.e. yS 6= xS + eS), the operator is derived from a133

forward model such as the one described in section 3b and is generally nonlinear.134

• eS ⇠ N (0,RS) is the error vector, which includes measurement noise and the portion135

of the proxy archive that is not explained by the PSM, where R is a p0 ⇥ p0 diagonal136

matrix (assuming the errors are independent) and its submatrix restricted to S is137

denoted by RS138

Then, we can estimate the posterior distribution of x given these observations yS. It139

is also Gaussian with conditional mean µ̂ and covariance Ŝ derived via Bayes’ theorem140

(e.g. Wikle and Berliner 2007):141
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µ̂ = µ +SH>
S (HSSH>

S +R)�1[yS �HSµ] (3)

Ŝ = S�SH>
S (HSSH>

S +R)�1HSS (4)

Here HS is the first order linearization of the observation operator HS. Placing this prob-142

lem in context, Kriging (or equivalently Gaussian Process regression) is the case where143

HS is just the identity matrix at sites S applied to x (in other words, HS has ones on the144

diagonal indices corresponding to sites S and zeros elsewhere).145

Letting the innovation error covariance E = HSSH>
S + RS and the Kalman Gain K =146

SH>
S E�1, Eq. 4 can be viewed as a classic “Kalman update” in data assimilation parlance:147

µ̂ = µ +K[yS �HS(µ)] (5)

Ŝ = (I �KHS)S (6)

Eq. 6 shows that the state error covariance matrix Ŝ is actually independent from the148

measurements at sites S. Only RS, S and the mapping operator are necessary to com-149

pute Ŝ. RS is given by the quality of the observations and S is our initial guess on the150

uncertainty in x.151

In this work, we are only interested in some features of x that we call J. Let DsJ(S)152

denote the change in the variance of J due to information at S. Then, using the first-order153

Taylor expansion of J, Ancell and Hakim (2007) showed that the assimilation of new154

observations yS will change the covariance of J according to:155

DsJ(S) =


∂J
∂x

�T
KHSS


∂J
∂x

�
(7)
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Note that this equation also applies to the generalized case where J is a vector, except156

that DsJ(S) would be a covariance matrix (Hryniw and Hakim 2015). Since the poste-157

rior error covariance of J also does not depend on the actual observations yS, the trace158

of DsJ(S) provides a good measure of the performance of sensor network S. Intuitively,159

when divided by s2
J , it represents the proportion of variance of the forecast metric J ex-160

plained by S. Different sensor placement choices S produce distinct values of Tr(DsJ(S)),161

so one can formulate a p-sensor placement problem (a sparse approximation problem) as162

finding the subset S ⇢ V (|S| = p) that maximizes Tr(DsJ(S)). That is, one seeks the loca-163

tions that maximize the knowledge (minimize uncertainty) about a climate field of inter-164

est.165

b. Optimization Method: GREEDY algorithm166

The combinatorial nature of the p-sensor placement problem (O
⇣
(q3 + p3)⇥

�p0
p
�⌘

)167

makes an exhaustive search impractical, such that heuristic methods must be employed,168

even at the cost of yielding suboptimal solutions. Most variance reduction functions169

(Eq. 7) were shown in Das and Kempe (2008) to be submodular, which yields interesting170

theoretical properties that are very relevant in this context. Submodularity implies that171

for all subsets A ✓ B ✓ V and element s 2 V , the variance reduction function satisfies the172

following properties,173

1. Ds(?) = 0174

2. 0 6 DsJ(A)6 DsJ(B)175

3. DsJ(A[{s})�DsJ(A)> DsJ(B[{s})�DsJ(B)176
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The monotonic increase with the cardinal of S and submodularity of the reduction func-177

tion justify the use of a greedy algorithm (Nemhauser et al. 1978) to find near-optimal178

solutions to our optimization problem. The idea behind the greedy algorithm is simple.179

It sequentially adds the best sensor location to an existing placement S, starting with the180

empty set. It has specifically been shown (Nemhauser et al. 1978) that greedy algorithms181

produce near-optimal solutions when the objective function is non-decreasing and sub-182

modular. Near-optimality, in this context, can further be quantified in the sense that the183

set SG resulting from the greedy method is bounded from below by (1� 1
e )DsJ(S⇤), where184

S⇤ is the optimal p-sensor placement and e is the exponential constant. The total com-185

putational cost is now reduced to O(p⇥ p0), where q3 is the cost of inverting matrix E186

and p3 is the matrix multiplication cost. Factorial growth in computational cost has thus187

been replaced by linear growth with the size of the proxy network. With these greedy188

algorithms available, the exploration of stochastic variability can be carried out in an ef-189

ficient and comprehensive fashion. A pseudocode of the optimization scheme is shown190

in Algorithm 1.191

Algorithm 1: Optimal sensor placement - Greedy
Input: S, R, HS, V , p

Output: S⇢V such that |S|= p

1 S /0

for k from 1 to p do

2 Find s⇤= argmaxs2V DsJ(S[{s})

3 S S[{s⇤}

192
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c. Ensemble Kalman Filter193

To estimate the covariance terms required to optimize Eq. 7, we choose an ensemble-194

based description of the stochastic variables (Ensemble Sensitivity Analysis: Ancell and195

Hakim 2007; Hakim and Torn 2008) that solves the optimal proxy network problem via196

an Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF). The approach is similar to the optimal monitoring197

network design discussed in Mauger et al. (2013).198

While the observed values play a crucial role in updating the state estimate in data199

assimilation, in our case, sensors have to be selected solely based on the sensor character-200

istics, locations and their predicted effect on the forecast metric. n (independent) samples201

of x are initially used to represent the distribution of the random field, which are assem-202

bled as the columns of matrix X of size q⇥n. The corresponding perturbation matrix dX203

is obtained by removing the ensemble mean from each row of X . We then compute the204

response function J for every realization of x to get the ensemble forecast J of size q0 ⇥n205

from which the ensemble mean is removed in dJ . Then the background error covariance206

S of Eq. 6 can be estimated by the sample covariance:207

S =
1

n�1
dXdX> (8)

The ensemble covariance estimate of the adjoint sensitivity of J with respect to changes208

in the initial state was shown in Ancell and Hakim (2007) to be:209


∂J
∂x

�T
S =

dJdX>

n�1
(9)

Replacing in Eq. 7 the covariance and adjoint sensitivity term with their Monte Carlo210

(MC) estimates Eq. 8 and 9 (i.e. distributions are approximated by ensembles of random211

samples), we can re-write the change in the variance of J due to observations at sites S212
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(Eq. 7) as:213

DsJ(S) = dJ (HSdX)>E�1 (HSdX)dJ> (10)

where the innovation error covariance is estimated as: E = HSdX(HSdX)>+RS, and214

is scalar for a single observation. Combining the greedy optimization approach, which215

sequentially finds the next best observation location, with the EnKF, which propagates216

the uncertainty reduction once a site is chosen via the Kalman covariance update, yields217

an efficient network design tool. Once a site s 2 V is found after one iteration of Al-218

gorithm 1, the posterior error covariance is computed with Eq. 6 so as to remove the219

variance explained by observations at s (Mauger et al. 2013) and is then used as a prior220

for the next iteration. This differs from the OI approach used in Evans et al. (1998), where221

stationary covariance is assumed, and hence does not benefit from data-driven updates.222

In the present study, we found that updating the error covariance significantly affects the223

resulting error amplitudes (decreasing as more stations were chosen), but not the spa-224

tial patterns. This decrease in error covariance amplitude seems to generally lead to a225

reduced number of chosen replicates when compared to the stationary covariance case.226

That is, this method is able to extract more information from similarly noisy observations.227

Noting that data assimilation is performed for a single site at a time (greedy approach),228

and to avoid explicit computations with large covariance matrices, we use an equivalent229

square root formulation (Mauger et al. 2013), which directly updates the perturbation230

matrix dX rather than its error covariance as follows:231

dX(k) = dX(k�1)�bK(HsdX(k�1)) (11)

where232

• k denotes the greedy iteration index233
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• Hs maps x to observations y at s234

• r is the paleoclimate observational noise variance at site s connected to the Signal to235

Noise Ratio (SNR) by the relationship: SNR =

r
var(HsdX)

r
.236

• K is the Kalman gain, expressed as K = dX (HsdX)>E�1
237

• b =
1

1+
p r

E

results from the square root description of the problem. It reduces the238

field update according to the proportion of variance at site s to measurement uncer-239

tainty.240

Additionally, and to account for the inherent uncertainty that results from approximat-241

ing the distribution of x by a climate dataset X , we take a bootstrapping (Monte Carlo)242

approach, resampling from X and performing the analysis over m subsamples Xi of X243

and corresponding response Ji, where i 2 {1,2, · · · ,m} (typically m = 1000). Denoting by244

E[DsJ(S)] the expected variance reduction for a sensor placement S over all realizations245

Xi of X , then:246

E[DsJ(S)] =
1
m Â

i
DsJi(S) (12)

We may now formulate our p-sensor placement optimization problem as the set S ✓247

V that maximizes the expected variance reduction over all state matrix realizations Xi248

weighted by their probability of occurrence (here, all equally probable, which assumes a249

uniform prior).250

S⇤ = argmax
S✓V, |S|=p

E[DsJ(S)] (13)

The OSP formulation described in this article thus differs from Mauger et al. (2013)251

because the optimization is performed over the stochastic component, namely the Xi’s.252

Therefore a single sensor placement is obtained and is guaranteed to be near-optimal as253

explained in section 2.b.254
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Algorithm 1 can thus be modified as follows:255

Algorithm 2: Optimal sensor placement - Greedy + Kalman filter
Input: X(0)! J(0), R, V , p

Output: S⇢V such that |S|= p

1 S /0

for k from 1 to p do

2 Find s⇤= argmaxs2V E[DsJ(k�1)(s)]

3 S S[{s⇤}

4 for i from 1 to m do

5 Update X
(k)
i from Eq. 11 and derived J(k)

256

3. Application to optimal coral sampling257

We now apply this methodology to the placement of coral paleo-observing sites. Using258

a perfect model approach, e.g. temperature and salinity output fields from GCM sim-259

ulations, we can quantify the value of coral d 18O record networks in characterizing the260

uncertainty in the climate fields with the sole knowledge of paleoclimate observational261

error. This is achieved by relying on a proxy system model (PSM), which we describe262

next.263

a. Question-based sampling264

The existing network of sub-annually resolved corals (mostly in the Indo-Pacific re-265

gion) documents large interannual and interdecadal variability in sea-surface conditions266

(Evans et al. 2000; Gagan et al. 2000; Cobb et al. 2008; Lough 2010; Emile-Geay and Eshle-267
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man 2013). We apply the mathematical framework described above to tackle the follow-268

ing questions:269

1. Is the current coral network optimal?270

2. Where should the next samples be gathered?271

3. Would it be more advantageous to sample at new locations or replicate paleoclimate272

observations at existing sites?273

4. How many paleoclimate observations are needed to yield useful information about274

a climate field?275

5. What is the hope of constraining SSS from corals vs. SST?276

6. When should longer records be chosen over shorter ones?277

To address these questions, we employ a pseudoproxy framework (Smerdon 2011),278

generating the coral observations that would be observed in a millennial simulation of279

a state-of-the-art climate model. These “pseudocoral” observations are generated via a280

forward model of coral aragonite oxygen isotope composition (Thompson et al. 2011),281

which we now describe.282

b. Coral Sensor Model283

Thompson et al. (2011) proposed a process-based model of the oxygen isotopic compo-284

sition anomalies of coral aragonite given sea-surface temperature and salinity (SSS, taken285

as a proxy for the oxygen isotopic composition of seawater):286

d 18Oc = a1SST+a2SSS (14)
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This is an anomaly model parameterized at interannual timescales; where the SST and287

SSS refer to annually-averaged anomalies relative to the mean of SST and SSS, and a1288

and a2 are coefficients determined from prior paleoclimate observations, manipulative289

experiments on inorganic aragonite precipitation, and global databases of surface salinity290

and seawater d 18O observations (LeGrande and Schmidt 2006; Evans et al. 2000; Juillet-291

Leclerc and Schmidt 2001; Lough 2004). The model explains large-scale ENSO-related292

variations in SST and SSS as sampled by a sparse coral d 18O observing network, but293

underestimates twentieth century trends in observed coral d 18O. Suppose the measured294

oxygen isotopic composition of coral aragonite is written:295

d 18Om
��

j = d 18Oc
��

j + e j (15)

where the subscripts m stand for measured d 18O and c for coral d 18O (the true com-296

position). j 2 (1,2, · · · , p0) is a spatial location index, and e ⇠ N (0,R) is a measure of297

non-climatic influences, whose covariance matrix, of size p0 ⇥ p0, is assumed diagonal298

(this assumption can be relaxed if a more detailed structure is suspected). Although the299

coral PSM was primarily validated for the Indo-Pacific region, we expand its use to a300

global set of potential sites for the reconstruction of tropical SST field anomaly. We ap-301

ply the d 18O-SSS relationship for the tropical and South Atlantic regions (LeGrande and302

Schmidt 2006, Table 1) to the global potential observing network studied by Evans et al.303

(1998). Although the regression of d 18O on SSS in the Atlantic is less skillful than in the304

Indo-Pacific region, we found our results were not sensitive within reported uncertainty305

in the regression coefficients (results not shown). For this study, the SNR value was set306

to 0.5 at all sites, which can be related to the paleoclimate data noise variance r in Eq. 11.307

While this value is chosen arbitrarily (it probably is a function of, but not limited to,308
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space, time, data type, target variable and frequency of variation) and lies at the upper309

range of the spectrum, it is not unrealistic (Smerdon 2011; Wang et al. 2014).310

c. A virtual coral network311

The SST and SSS fields were extracted from the Community Climate System Model312

(CCSM) 4.0 Last Millennium simulation of Landrum et al. (2012). The CCSM 4.0 model313

is a state-of-the art coupled general circulation model whose performance at simulating314

tropical Pacific climate is extensively described (Gent et al. 2011; Capotondi 2013). Briefly,315

the model successfully captures the observed annual-mean trade winds and precipita-316

tion, sea surface temperature, surface heat fluxes, surface currents, Equatorial Undercur-317

rent, and subsurface thermal structure. CCSM4.0 displays a robust El Niño Southern318

Oscillation (ENSO) with multidecadal fluctuations in amplitude, an irregular period be-319

tween 2 and 7 years, and a distribution of SST anomalies that is skewed toward warm320

events as observed. The simulations cover the interval [850, 1850].321

The ensemble state matrix X is constructed from the SST and SSS time series from322

CCSM4 simulations as follows:323

X =

0

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

SST1(t1) · · · SST1(tn)

...

SSTq(t1) · · · SSTq(tn)

SSS1(t1) · · · SSS1(tn)

...

SSSq(t1) · · · SSSq(tn)

1

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

Where q is the number of field grid points and n is the number of time realizations. For324

a single new proxy measurement at location s, H =Hs is a 1⇥2q row vector, and in the325
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specific case of d 18O following Eq. 14, it can be written as:326

Hs = [0 · · ·0 a1 0 · · ·0 a2 0 · · ·0] (16)

where the a1 coefficient is located at index s and a2 at index q+ s.327

To produce the results that follow, some design choices were required: we denote by328

Xi, i 2 {1,2, · · · ,m}, m = 1000, the subsamples from the last 155 years of the past 1000-329

year CCSM 4.0 simulation of SST and SSS fields (i.e. the calibration period is [1851 2005]).330

Since we are mainly interested in reconstructing past SSTs, we choose J to be the SST field,331

therefore J 2 Rq. For vector form J, we choose to maximize the trace of DsJ(S) in Eq. 13.332

The impact of the choice of J (J = {SSS} or J = {SST,SSS}) on the OSP is investigated333

in Sec. 4e. Covariance localization (Gaspari and Cohn 1999) is applied with a correla-334

tion length of 6000 km, e.g. covariance is null between points that are more than 12000335

km apart. The pseudoproxy experiments of Smerdon (2011) suggest that global patterns336

of covariance between paleodata and historical data used for calibrating the paleodata337

should be tested carefully. Hence, this value was determined, as done in Steiger et al.338

(2014), by finding the minimum in mean error variance that provides a smooth field. V339

is the coral network locations of Table 1, so |V | = p0 = 53 sites. In one scenario, the opti-340

mization is run such that chosen stations are removed from the list of possible sites after341

each iteration. In other words, we remove {s⇤} from the set V at line 3 of Alg. 2 and the342

sensor network size cannot exceed p0. In another scenario, V remains the same during343

the entire analysis, allowing for sites to be chosen multiple times. The latter scenario in-344

troduces possible replicates and we can ask whether it is preferable to sample new sites345

or multiple replicates at a single location.346
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d. A two-tiered coral network347

There are a few examples of observing networks for specialized phenomena. For the348

Prediction and Research Moored Array in the Tropical Atlantic (PIRATA) project (Bourlès349

et al. 2008), the Autonomous Temperature Line Acquisition System (ATLAS) network is350

localized in order to resolve the two main modes of tropical Atlantic climate variabil-351

ity. Similarly, the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) program (McPhaden et al.352

2010), and its Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) network is a major component of the353

ENSO observing system and is located on a more or less regular array. In all cases, there354

are limits as to where the sensors can be placed. In our case, the pseudocoral locations355

were grouped into two tiers (see Table 1 and Fig. 2).356

• Tier 1: Locations that approximate the position of publicly available1 coral d 18O ob-357

servations with a resolution better than 2 months. This is the network used by Emile-358

Geay and Eshleman (2013).359

• Tier 2: Locations where coral samples might potentially be collected. We chose to360

work with the global potential observing network studied by Evans et al. (1998),361

which includes Moorea and the Gambier Islands (French Polynesia), Suwarrow362

(Cook Islands), Hawaii (Big Island), Andaman Island (east India), Lakshwadweep363

(west India), Galapagos (Ecuador), Christmas Islands (Australia, Indian Ocean),364

Easter Island (Polynesia, southeastern Pacific Ocean), the Bahamas and Barbados365

(Caribbean Sea), Cape Verde Island, St Helena and Sao Tome (Atlantic Ocean) and366

the American Samoa (south Pacific Ocean) (Evans et al. 1998).367

1
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/corals.html
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This network does not pretend to be exhaustive, but it suffices for our proof of concept.368

Besides, the use of an updated database (e.g. GIS database from ReefBase) would yield369

similar results at the granularity imposed by realistic SST/SSS datasets.370

e. Network Assessment371

To evaluate the various sensor networks obtained in the following scenarios, we recon-372

struct the GCM-simulated SST or SSS fields over the [1700 1850] time period using the373

pseudoproxies described in section 3b at the candidate sites. Reconstructions are per-374

formed via assimilation of the optimal pseudocoral observations, as described in Steiger375

et al. (2014). At each location, we consider 100 noise realizations to validate our uncer-376

tainty quantification scheme (i.e. does the actual coverage rate match the nominal cover-377

age rate? This may be seen as the gray band in Fig. 3, center panels). In the real world,378

however, only a single realization of the paleoclimate data noise is available, so this step379

would not be performed.380

Next, we quantify reconstruction skill via the pointwise Coefficient of Efficiency (CE,381

Cook et al. 1994) for the [1700 1850] validation period. The CE measures the fraction of382

common variance between the actual and the reconstructed fields (at each grid point)383

over the validation period, using the validation period mean-field value as a benchmark.384

The CE skill score ranges from �• to 1, but our maps have cut off values of -1 to 1,385

where 1 indicates that the reconstructed time series perfectly matches the true sequence,386

while a negative score denotes that the squared error between the two series exceeds387

the variance of the true sequence. In some cases, we also juxtapose the tropical average388

anomaly reconstructions with the true series and look at the ensemble coverage skill. The389

tropical average is taken over the 35�S-35�N latitude range. To convey the information390
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gain/loss between two networks, we show differences between CE maps (dCE), which391

range from -2 to 2.392

4. Results on synthetic data393

We now address the questions posed section 3a with this virtual network.394

a. Is the current coral network optimal?395

In this experiment, we compare the performances of the pseudocoral d 18O network at396

existing locales (33 unreplicated Tier 1 locations listed in Table 1) with the optimal 33-397

sensor network. Again, the target is the [1700 1850] SST field. Fig. 3b and 3a (top panels)398

illustrate how the CE skills of the two networks differ spatially. Looking at the areas399

of positive CE, the OSP is more efficient in the Indonesian and Philippine regions, the400

northern tropical and central Pacific and the southern tropical Atlantic. This point is re-401

inforced in Fig. 3c, which displays the pointwise difference between the CE map for the402

optimal 33 sensors and the CE map for Tier 1. The OSP skill is seen to exceed the Tier403

1 skill in the regions cited above. It is, however, lower in the south west Pacific region404

and the south east Indian Ocean. Looking at Fig. 6 (top, red dot and blue curve), the405

optimal 33 sensors explain nearly 10% more SST variance than Tier 1. This demonstrates406

the advantage of our design approach, which allows to quantify the information added407

by a particular set of sensors. Although the field skill is quite different, the skill is in-408

distinguishable for the reconstructed tropical means. Despite the warm bias (von Storch409

et al. 2004; Smerdon et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2014), which is due to the calibration pe-410

riod [1851 2005] being warmer than the reconstructed interval [1700 1850], both networks411

perform well in reconstructing the tropical average SST and have uncertainty bands of412
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similar width. The two networks differ spatially in that the OSP privileges the northern413

over the southern tropical Pacific sites, with the exception of the Gambier islands (French414

Polynesia). Atlantic locations are also picked more often in the OSP case. Sites around415

Australia, however, are not being chosen probably due to their localized spatial impact.416

This result, however, is model-dependent since the covariance structure depends on the417

target SST and SSS fields (the CCSM4 past1000 simulation). Different results would be418

obtained with different target fields.419

b. Where should the next samples be gathered?420

Given the current network of 33 unreplicated sites (Tier 1), where should the next 25421

or 50 coral records be gathered? As in the previous experiment, we do not allow the422

sampling of replicates. Using an SNR of 0.5, Fig. 4 shows how the SST reconstructions423

improve with respect to the addition of p = 0, 25 and 50 records.424

Fig. 4 (top) shows the pointwise CE skill score for Tier 1, while Fig. 4 (center and bot-425

tom) illustrate the incremental increase of the positive CE area with the network size via426

dCE, i.e. the CE gain from adding 25 and 50 optimally placed sensors to Tier 1 (Fig. 4, cen-427

ter and bottom). dCE clearly demonstrates the diminishing return property, as the first428

additional 25 optimal sites have a greater impact on the positive CE area (Fig. 4, center)429

than the subsequent 25 (Fig. 4, bottom). The next sites to sample for SST reconstruction430

are the Gambier islands (French Polynesia), followed by the southern tropical Atlantic431

region, the equatorial Indian Ocean and the northern tropical Pacific sites. However, the432

mean SST field variance reduction seems to stall as the network size increases (Fig. 6,433

bottom graph, blue curve). As we add 65 new sites to Tier 1, the variance reduces by434
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less than 20%; hence, a better strategy is to allow replication to reduce the paleoclimate435

observational uncertainty.436

c. Are replicates more advantageous?437

We repeat the previous analysis, this time allowing for a site to be chosen multiple438

times. Given the current pseudocoral network of 35 sites which includes two replicates439

in Rarotonga (Cook Islands), where should we sample the next 50 or 100 corals, allowing440

for replication? We call this scenario our ”control“ run for future comparison. Results are441

shown in Fig. 5.442

For up to 100 paleoclimate observations on top of the 35 existing sites, the addition of443

sensors greatly improves the SST field reconstruction. The combined positive dCE area in444

Fig. 5 (center and bottom) showing the information gain from adding the optimal 50 and445

100 sensors to Tier 1, cover nearly the entire Pacific, Indian and Atlantic Oceans with the446

exception of the southern and northern limits of the map. We note a reduction of the mean447

SST field variance of 35% when adding 100 optimally placed sensors to Tier 1 (Fig. 6,448

bottom green curve). The resampling rate is highest in the central Pacific region (Palmyra449

and Kiritimati) as well as in the eastern Pacific Ocean (Galapagos and Clipperton Atoll),450

followed by the Seychelles in the Indian Ocean. Note also that replicates occur in places451

where there are few nearby alternatives.452

d. How many paleoclimate observations are needed to yield useful information about a climate453

field?454

OSP results are highly sensitive to paleoclimate observational error, or equivalently,455

SNR (Eq. 11). We illustrate this by experiments which achieve a similar level of re-456
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construction CE (Fig. 7) while sampling plausible ranges of SNR and numbers of457

sites/replicates. Fig. 7 shows that similar CE patterns and amplitudes can be achieved by458

10 sites sampled with SNR=1 (Fig. 7, top), 25 sites sampled with SNR=0.5 (Fig. 7, center),459

or 100 sites sampled with SNR=0.25 (Fig. 7, bottom). Focusing on the NINO3.4 region in460

Fig. 7, note how the number of replicates scales up as the SNR decreases growing from461

3 to 8 to 30 for SNR=1, 0.5 and 0.25 respectively. It shows that a few chosen high-quality462

records carry more information about the SST field as a whole, and hence represent a463

better investment of resources, than a much greater number of low-quality records.464

e. Are corals more informative of temperature or salinity?465

So far we have focused on how much temperature information could be gleaned from a466

sparse network of coral observations. Could such a network also inform us about salinity467

(SSS)? If so, how would an optimal SSS-characterization coral network differ from an468

optimal SST-characterization coral network? Is it possible to jointly estimate SST and SSS469

with the same network?470

To address these questions, we repeat the experiment carried out in section 4c with two471

alternative selections for J, namely J = SSS (Fig. 8) and J = {SST,SSS} (Fig. 9). The coral472

network that minimized the uncertainty in the SSS field (Fig. 8) seems much more con-473

centrated around the western Pacific warm pool (Philippines and Papua New Guinea,)474

and sparser in the central Pacific region (Fig. 8); this is ostensibly because salinity is only475

a dominant influence on coral d 18O in the western Pacific warm pool region, where SST476

variations are weak compared to precipitation-induced SSS variations. Note also that the477

SSS field is more difficult to reconstruct accurately with Tier 1 and Tier 2 networks and478

requires many more sensors, perhaps not limited to coral records. There is, however, lit-479
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tle structural difference between the OSP obtained with J = {SST,SSS} (Fig. 9) and that480

using J = SST only (Fig. 5). This indicates that, with this synthetic network PSM at least,481

coral d 18O is so dominated by thermal signals that little additional information can be482

extracted about SSS.483

f. How important is the length of the records?484

So far we have only considered an extremely idealized, complete paleoclimate obser-485

vational coverage. In reality, most series are of different lengths, and we would like to486

quantify how this affects site selection. We assume a time span that is common to all the487

sites between 1931 and 2005, but a random start date (chosen from a uniform distribution488

on [1851-1930]) is assigned to each location such that some samples go further back in489

time than others. Therefore, some samples may provide at most twice as many annual490

measurements as others. In Eq. 11, the length of a particular time series specifies the491

ensemble size that is being updated, so as longer sequences are being assimilated, those492

affect the update of a larger portion of the ensemble, while shorter ones only impact a493

subsample thereof. Additionally, short sequences result in noisier paleoclimate observa-494

tions due to the constant SNR. This setting would be representative of cases where the495

average length of samples are known in specific areas. The resulting OSP (Fig. 10, center496

map), when compared with the OSP obtained with fixed length sequences (Fig. 10, top497

map) is different as it generally exhibits a lesser replication rate. Where the fixed lengths498

OSP picks 19 distinct sites, the variable lengths OSP choses 25 sites that seem to be more499

uniformly distributed within the climatically important regions. Yet, not all the chosen500

pseudocorals have long sequences (Fig. 10, bottom) suggesting that location might be just501

as important as length.502
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5. Discussion503

The previous section laid down a proof of concept for how the data assimilation frame-504

work may be used to design optimal sampling strategies and answer broad scientific505

questions. Because it uses a linear bivariate forward model instead of assuming a univari-506

ate dependence on temperature with 1:1 scaling, this work brings the exercise of Evans507

et al. (1998) one step closer to reality. It also approaches optimality of the total network,508

rather than an iterative “next best” site to explore, and carries information gained se-509

quentially as sites are being assimilated. Finally, its computational efficiency allows for510

the testing of multiple scenarios. However, results from this optimization problem are511

clearly sensitive to choices made to close the problem. In this section, we discuss some512

of our assumptions and how they may be relaxed to provide more realistic results in513

operational use. We also consider some possible extensions.514

a. Assumptions515

Realistic targets516

The CCSM4 simulation that generated the target SST and SSS fields used here is a517

plausible representation of tropical ocean-atmosphere processes on timescales of in-518

terest and produced long (150 year) calibration and validation periods, necessary to519

provide reliable estimates of the error covariances. However, its spatial covariance520

structure differs from the true SST and SSS (e.g. Deser et al. 2012). For a more realistic521

sampling design experiment, one might use historical observations to represent the522

true target fields as closely as possible. Those, by contrast, are spatially and tempo-523

rally incomplete (therefore biased), noisy, and span a shorter time range, which may524

require some form of regularization (space reduction) to stabilize covariances at the525
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expense of spatial detail (Kaplan et al. 1997). Additionally, the cost functions used in526

most of our experiments are for (co)variance of the SST and/or SSS fields. We used527

the entire SSTor SSS fields as targets for generality, but the approach is applicable to528

any derived function of those fields. Thus, our algorithm would work just as well if529

one chose to focus on a regional process or an area index (e.g. NINO3.4 SST anomaly530

or SSS averaged over the Caribbean Sea).531

PSM dependency532

The optimization results depend on the PSM chosen to model the paleoclimate obser-533

vations and whether it precisely and accurately represents the response of the sensor534

to SST and SSS variations. Given the emerging state of the proxy system modeling535

field, our analysis only considers a single PSM, for which we fixed the parameters536

to the values proposed by Thompson et al. (2011). However, in reality one needs537

to account for structural uncertainties as well as parametric uncertainties. Paramet-538

ric uncertainties could be tackled with sensitivity analyses using different values for539

the model parameters. Structural uncertainties could be identified with experiments540

comparing validated performance of a hierarchy of PSMs spanning a broad range of541

structural complexities.542

List of candidate sites543

Because of the steep and anisotropic gradients in SST/SSS, results might also be544

sensitive to the exact location of paleoclimate observational sites in Tier 1 and545

Tier 2. For operational applications and depending on the granularity of inter-546

est, one might want to use an updated network of potential sites, e.g. ReefBase547
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(http://reefgis.reefbase.org), in conjunction with an observational target548

with similarly enhanced spatial and/or temporal resolution.549

SNR estimation550

In this paper, for simplicity, we used a uniform SNR value of 0.25, 0.5 or 1.0 for all551

potential sites, but this assumption can be relaxed and different SNR values may552

be specified at each location. If we were to perform an experiment with spatially553

varying SNR values, experience shows that, other things being equal, sites with high554

SNRs would be favored by our algorithm. In the real world, empirical SNR values555

are challenging to assign, especially given that paleoclimate observational uncertain-556

ties at different sites might include both random and systematic errors. In the case557

where in-situ or local calibrations using contemporaneous direct and indirect obser-558

vations have already been performed at the site (e.g. existing Tier 1 network), the559

SNR may be directly estimated (e.g. Evans et al. 2000). If that is not the case, then560

one must make an educated guess given SNR values observed across different sam-561

ples, e.g. such as drawing SNR values from empirical SNR distributions (e.g. Wang562

et al. 2014).563

b. Extensions564

Choice of cost function565

The choice of cost function is crucial to the sensor selection process. Because our566

goal is to predict the information utility of specific proxy measurements before ob-567

taining the data, the cost function evaluates the compactness/spread/variance of the568

estimated targets. In this study, we used the total variance reduction for J, but we569

could also use the entropy of J conditioned on observations at sites S. However, the570
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entropy reduction, unlike the variance reduction, is neither submodular nor super-571

modular (Anstreicher et al. 2001), and prevents the use of a greedy algorithm. Evans572

et al. (1998) also optimized based on resolution of area-weighted indices such as the573

NINO3.4 index, the global temperature and the warm pool average. Alternatively,574

Krause et al. (2008) uses a mutual information maximization criteria between sites S575

and the rest of the space V \S approximated as:576

I(S;V \S) =
s2

J �DsJ(S)
s2

J �DsJ(V \S)

which allows them to reduce the error about the estimates over the space not cov-577

ered by the sensor locations. They were also able to show that the mutual infor-578

mation criteria was submodular, and that for sparse enough observation densities it579

was approximately non-decreasing, which permits the use of a greedy optimization580

approach. We leave the investigation of the OSP sensitivity to the choice of the cost581

function for future work.582

Ancillary optimization constraints583

We have assumed that practical considerations (e.g. differences in site access, sam-584

ple availability, systematic differences in longevity of coral colonies depending on585

the mean temperature and climatic variability, distribution of suitable species) are586

uniform across candidate sites. We could allow for more realism by considering a587

parameterized deployment cost for each potential observing site. For instance, in588

this study we chose potential coral sites according to a priori biological and geologi-589

cal considerations. Nonetheless, not all of those sites may actually host coral species590

(e.g. Porites) and colonies suitable for climate reconstruction, for instance, because591

of recent environmental deterioration, tropical cyclone activity, or simply because592
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suitable materials are not safely or practically accessible. Specifically, corals at Tier593

2 locations such as Cape Verde, Easter Island, Rocas Reef were shown to be unfit594

for paleoclimate reconstruction (see Moses et al. 2006; Mucciarone and Dunbar 2003;595

Ferreira et al. 2013, resp.). On the other hand, some locations are known to provide596

particularly relevant coral records for reconstructions (e.g. in Bermuda, Fiji, Puerto597

Rico, and La Reunion, see Goodkin et al. 2008; Linsley et al. 2004; Winter et al. 2000;598

Pfeiffer et al. 2004, resp.). Therefore, as a step towards realism, expert judgement599

regarding coral quality at potential sites could easily be included in our analysis600

in the form of an optimization constraint. We might do so by assigning a weight601

{wi 2 [0,1], i = 1, · · · p} assessing conditions at each site. Sites at which corals previ-602

ously produced valuable reconstructions could be given higher weights, while sites603

where corals were reported to be stressed or unfit would be downgraded. The al-604

gorithm would favor sites weighted more heavily, and this would have the added605

advantage of making site selection criteria explicit and transparent. Since results606

may be sensitive to weighting, efforts should be made to assess the validity of the607

weighting assignments before making inference on the results.608

Chronological uncertainties609

This work has neglected age uncertainties, which are known to exist in corals and610

in all paleoclimatic observations, for which time of formation or imprinting is mea-611

sured (Evans et al. 2013). The effect of chronological uncertainty on observing net-612

work definition may be assessed by incorporating ensemble estimation of plausible613

chronologies of the paleoclimatic data using probabilistic modeling (e.g. Comboul614

et al. 2014).615
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Application to other observing networks616

Although we focused our results on one proxy system (coral d 18O), we note that617

this framework is generally applicable to any proxy system that is well-understood618

enough to be explicitly modeled via a PSM. An open-source toolbox of such PSMs619

(Dee et al. submitted) will greatly expand the scope of such sensor placement stud-620

ies. In our coral example, we used a linear relationship (HdX) between the climate621

fields and the network of potential paleoclimate observations. However, one could622

use any nonlinear anomaly mapping H (dX) = H (X)�hH (X)i, where H denotes623

a nonlinear operator and the brackets the ensemble mean, in lieu of the linear rela-624

tion HdX . Because the mapping is site specific, both the PSM parameters and struc-625

tures may vary across a network, permitting optimizations for observing networks626

comprised of multiple classes of paleoclimatic sensors and observations (Emile-Geay627

et al. 2013a,b).628

In practice, one could apply this methodology to the design of observing networks629

for multivariate, indirect responders to environmental conditions with observational630

error of any sort; thereby enabling applications in radioastronomy, fixed buoy net-631

works, Lagrangian ARGO floats or satellite remote sensing arrays.632

6. Conclusions633

We have described a general method to solve the optimal paleoclimatic sensor place-634

ment problem, and illustrated its use for the design of coral d 18O sampling networks us-635

ing simulated climate fields. Although the subject had been investigated earlier by Evans636

et al. (1998), here we presented a more generalized and realistic approach to its closure637

that was permitted by the integration of three novelties: (1) a data assimilation method,638
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consisting of the square root formulation of the EnKF (Mauger et al. 2013), to skillfully639

measure the (possibly multidimensional) information gain from paleo-observing net-640

works, (2) a regionally defined bivariate PSM relating SST and SSS anomaly fields to641

coral d 18O (Thompson et al. 2011) and (3) an effective optimization scheme, that is a642

greedy algorithm (Nemhauser et al. 1978), enabled by exploiting the submodular and643

monotonic properties of the variance reduction criteria. While our optimization results644

are likely to be GCM, PSM, target network and assumption dependent, we demonstrated645

the general merit of the OSP approach by quantifying the impact of additional paleo-646

climate observations on the reconstruction of simulated pre-instrumental climate fields647

and by exploring several design strategies. In the idealized situation presented here (per-648

fect climate model, perfect coral system model), we gave the following responses to our649

motivating questions (section a):650

1. Is the current coral network optimal?651

The existing network overly samples the south west Pacific region. The OSP ap-652

proach targets more sparsely sampled regions, thereby achieving a more uniform653

coverage of the reconstruction domain.654

2. Where should the next samples be gathered?655

Given an existing coral d 18O network, the next samples should be preferentially656

sought in French Polynesia, the southern tropical Atlantic, the equatorial Indian657

Ocean and the northern tropical Pacific.658

3. Are replicates more advantageous?659

The choice of optimal sites depends sensitively on the initial assumption regard-660

ing the uncertainty in the paleoclimate observations (sensor precision, Evans et al.661
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1998). While high quality paleoclimate observations lead to mostly unreplicated662

OSPs (SNR � 1), replicates prove advantageous when errors are larger, in which case663

they essentially improve the SNR via the central limit theorem (assuming the ob-664

servational error is random and not systematic). The replication rate is highest in665

the central equatorial Pacific (Palmyra, Kiritimati) and the eastern Pacific (Galapa-666

gos and Clipperton Atoll) (Evans et al. 1998) for both J = SST and J = {SST,SSS}. In667

the J = SSS case, replicates are more uniformly distributed within the western Pacific668

warm pool, besides a few places such as in the Cook islands and the Seychelles.669

4. How many paleoclimate observations are needed to yield useful information about670

a climate field?671

This experiment and the previous one lead to a similar conclusion in that the quality672

of the paleoclimate observations determines the size of the paleo observing network.673

5. Are corals more informative of temperature or salinity?674

We showed that J = SSS resulted in a sensor network that was structurally different675

from the OSP with J = SST . However the OSP with J = {SST,SSS} was very close676

to the one computed with J = SST , because the contribution to J of d 18O variance677

by the scaled SST dynamic range (section 3b) is larger than that for the scaled SSS678

dynamic range. In combination for the tendency for SSS and SST to covary in the679

tropical climate, these results support the use of coral d 18O records to reconstruct680

SST (see Tierney et al. 2015).681

6. How important is record length?682

Record lengths played a major role in the OSP design, with variable pseudocoral time683

series length encouraging more uniformly distributed networks and less replication.684
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The idealized nature of these experiments was necessary to establish a proof of concept,685

so these results are merely illustrative of the type of questions one may address via this686

framework – they cannot be taken literally. Some of these results (items 3, 4 ,5 and 6687

above) are general enough that they should carry over to real world. However, the first688

two questions hinge crucially on the spatial relations simulated by the GCM, which are689

known to be unrealistic in CCSM4 and other CMIP5-era GCMs because of the so-called690

“cold tongue” bias (Li and Xie 2013), among other things (see Bellenger et al. 2014, for a691

recent review).692

Operationalizing the OSP framework for paleoclimatic applications could be done rel-693

atively easily and accommodate a wide range of applications. It would require (a) the694

use of instrumental data as target climate fields; (b) validated PSM(s) (ideally, evaluating695

sensitivity to parametric and structural uncertainties); (c) an accurate catalog of potential696

sampling sites defined using comprehensive and updated paleoclimatic and ecological697

databases, on an appropriately resolved target field, and (d) estimation of SNR values698

using existing, validated paleoclimate record calibration studies. In future work, we will699

apply this framework to real-world optimal coral sampling, and extend it to other classes700

of paleoclimatic observations.701
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TABLE 1: Coral Database.

Geographic coordinates have been rounded up

Record # Site Type Res Lat Lon Range Tier Reference

1 Abraham Reef d 18O N/A 22�S 152.5�E N/A 2 N/A

2 Abrolhos d 18O 1 28�S 114�E 1794–1994 1 Kuhnert et al. (1999)

3 Adele d 18O N/A 15.5�S 123�E N/A 2 N/A

4 Admiralty Island d 18O N/A 2.6�S 147.5�E N/A 2 N/A

5 Amedee Island d 18O 3 22�S 166�E 1660–1993 1 Quinn et al. (1998)

6 Andaman Island d 18O N/A 10�N 92.5�E N/A 2 N/A

7 Ascension Island d 18O N/A 7�S 14.5�W N/A 2 N/A

8 Aqaba d 18O N/A 29.5�N 35�E N/A 2 N/A

Continued on Next Page . . .
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TABLE 1 – Continued

Record # Site Type Res Lat Lon Range Tier Reference

9 Bahamas d 18O N/A 26.5�N 77.5�W N/A 2 N/A

10 Barbados d 18O N/A 13�N 59.5�W N/A 2 N/A

11 Belize d 18O N/A 18�N 87.5�W N/A 2 N/A

12 Bermuda d 18O N/A 32.5�N 64.5�W N/A 2 Goodkin et al. (2008)

13 Barrow Reef d 18O N/A 20.5�S 115.5�E N/A 2 N/A

14 Bramble Cay d 18O 2 9�S 144�E 1774–1993 1 Ault et al. (2009)

15 Bunaken d 18O 1 2�N 125�E 1860–1990 1 Charles et al. (2003)

16 Clipperton Atoll d 18O 1 10�N 109�W 1893–1994 1 Linsley et al. (2000)

17 Chiriqui d 18O N/A 8�N 82.5�W N/A 2 N/A

Continued on Next Page . . .
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TABLE 1 – Continued

Record # Site Type Res Lat Lon Range Tier Reference

18 Christmas Island d 18O N/A 10.5�S 105.5�E N/A 2 N/A

19 Cape Verde Island d 18O N/A 16�N 26�W N/A 2 Moses et al. (2006)

20 Isl. del Coco d 18O N/A 5.5�N 87.5�W N/A 2 N/A

21 Diego Garcia d 18O N/A 7.5�S 72.5�E N/A 2 N/A

22 Easter Island d 18O N/A 27�S 109.5�W N/A 2 Mucciarone and Dunbar (2003)

23 Felidhu d 18O N/A 3.5�N 73.5�E N/A 2 N/A

24 Fiji d 18O N/A 18�S 178.5�E N/A 2 Linsley et al. (2004)

25 Funafuti d 18O N/A 8.5�S 179�E N/A 2 N/A

26 Galapagos d 18O N/A 1�S 90.5�W N/A 2 Wellington et al. (1996)

Continued on Next Page . . .
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TABLE 1 – Continued

Record # Site Type Res Lat Lon Range Tier Reference

27 Gambier d 18O N/A 23�S 134.5�W N/A 2 N/A

28 Gardner d 18O N/A 25�N 168�W N/A 2 N/A

29 Guam d 18O 1 13�N 145�E 1790–2000 1 Asami et al. (2005)

30 Guaymas d 18O N/A 28�N 111�W N/A 2 N/A

31 Hawaii d 18O N/A 21�N 158�W N/A 2 N/A

32 Ifaty d 18O 2 23�S 44�E 1659–1995 1 Zinke et al. (2004)

33 Ishigaki d 18O N/A 24.5�N 124.5�E N/A 2 N/A

34 Jamaica d 18O N/A 18.5�N 77.5�W N/A 2 Haase-Schramm et al. (2003)

35 Jarvis d 18O 3 0�N 160�W 1850–1999 1 Ault et al. (2009)

Continued on Next Page . . .
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TABLE 1 – Continued

Record # Site Type Res Lat Lon Range Tier Reference

36 Juan de Nova d 18O N/A 17�S 42.5�E N/A 2 N/A

37 Kanton d 18O N/A 3�S 172�W N/A 2 N/A

38 Kapingamarangi d 18O N/A 0.5�N 154.5�E N/A 2 N/A

39 Kiritimati d 18O 1 2�N 157�W 1938–1993 1 Evans et al. (1998)

40 Kish d 18O N/A 26.5�N 54�E N/A 2 N/A

41 Kwajalein d 18O N/A 9.5�N 167.5�E N/A 2 N/A

42 Lakshadeep d 18O N/A 11�N 73.5�E N/A 2 N/A

43 La Reunion d 18O 2 21�S 55�E 1832–1995 1 Pfeiffer et al. (2004)

44 Laing d 18O 3 4�S 145�E 1884–1993 1 Tudhope et al. (2001)

Continued on Next Page . . .
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TABLE 1 – Continued

Record # Site Type Res Lat Lon Range Tier Reference

45 Lombok Strait d 18O 1 8�S 116�E 1782–1990 1 Charles et al. (2003)

46 Madang d 18O 3 5�S 146�E 1922–1991 1 Tudhope et al. (1995)

47 Madang d 18O 3 5�S 146�E 1880–1993 1 Tudhope et al. (2001)

48 Mahe d 18O 1 5�S 55�E 1846–1995 1 Charles et al. (1997)

49 Maiana Atoll d 18O 2 1�N 173�E 1840–1994 1 Urban et al. (2000)

50 Malo Channel d 18O 1 16�S 167�E 1928–1992 1 Kilbourne et al. (2004)

51 Manihiki d 18O N/A 10.5�S 161�W N/A 2 N/A

52 Maza d 18O N/A 9�S 143�E N/A 2 N/A

53 Mentawai d 18O 1 0�N 99�E 1858–1997 1 Abram et al. (2008)

Continued on Next Page . . .
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TABLE 1 – Continued

Record # Site Type Res Lat Lon Range Tier Reference

54 Midway d 18O N/A 28.5�N 177.5�W N/A 2 N/A

55 Moorea d 18O 2 18�S 150�W 1852–1990 1 Boiseau et al. (1998)

56 Nauru d 18O 1 1�S 166�E 1897–1995 1 Guilderson and Schrag (1999)

57 Nine Mile Reef d 18O N/A 27.5�S 32.5�E N/A 2 N/A

58 Ningaloo Reef d 18O 2 22�S 114�E 1878–1995 1 Kuhnert et al. (2000)

59 Okinawa d 18O N/A 26.5�N 128�E N/A 2 Rosenfeld et al. (2006)

60 Palau d 18O N/A 3�N 132�E N/A 2 Wu and Grottoli (2010)

61 Palmerston d 18O 3 19�S 169�W 1833–1999 1 Ault et al. (2009)

62 Palmyra Island d 18O 1 6�N 162�W 1146–1998 1 Cobb et al. (2003)

Continued on Next Page . . .
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TABLE 1 – Continued

Record # Site Type Res Lat Lon Range Tier Reference

63 Pedra de Lume d 18O 1 17�N 23�W 1928–2002 1 Moses et al. (2006)

64 Pirotan d 18O 2 23�N 70�E 1948–1989 1 Chakraborty and Ramesh (1998)

65 Penju d 18O N/A 4�N 96�E N/A 2 N/A

66 Philippines d 18O N/A 13.5�N 123.5�E N/A 2 N/A

67 Puerto Rico d 18O N/A 18�N 66�W N/A 2 Winter et al. (2000)

68 Rabaul d 18O 1 4�S 152�E 1867–1997 1 Quinn et al. (2006)

69 Rarotonga(2R) d 18O 1 21�S 160�E 1726–1996 1 Linsley et al. (2008)

70 Rarotonga(3R) d 18O 1 21�S 160�E 1874–2000 1 Linsley et al. (2006)

71 Rarotonga(99) d 18O 2 21�S 160�E 1906–1999 1 Linsley et al. (2006)

Continued on Next Page . . .
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TABLE 1 – Continued

Record # Site Type Res Lat Lon Range Tier Reference

72 Ras Umm Sidd d 18O 2 28�N 34�E 1751–1995 1 Felis et al. (2000)

73 Rocas Reef d 18O N/A 4�S 33.5�W N/A 2 N/A

74 Samoa d 18O N/A 14.5�S 171�E N/A 2 N/A

75 Savusavu d 18O 2 17�S 179�E 1939–2001 1 Bagnato et al. (2004)

76 Secas d 18O 1 8�N 82�W 1707–1984 1 Linsley et al. (1994)

77 Seychelles d 18O N/A 4.5�S 55.5�E N/A 2 Levy et al. (2006)

78 Solomon Is. d 18O N/A 8�S 157�E N/A 2 N/A

79 Somalia d 18O N/A 1�S 42�E N/A 2 N/A

80 Spratly Isl d 18O N/A 8�N 113�E N/A 2 N/A

Continued on Next Page . . .
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TABLE 1 – Continued

Record # Site Type Res Lat Lon Range Tier Reference

81 St. Helena d 18O N/A 16�S 6�W N/A 2 N/A

82 Sao Tome d 18O N/A 0�N 6.5�W N/A 2 N/A

83 S. Sulawesi d 18O N/A 5.5�S 123�E N/A 2 N/A

84 Suwarrow d 18O 3 13�S 163�W 1880–1999 2 N/A

85 Tahiti d 18O N/A 17.5�S 149.5�W N/A 2 DeLong et al. (2010)

86 Tanzania d 18O N/A 7�S 38�W N/A 2 N/A

87 Tarawa d 18O 1 1�N 172�E 1894–1990 1 Cole et al. (1993)

88 Thitu Isl d 18O N/A 11�N 114�E N/A 2 N/A

89 Truk d 18O N/A 7.5�N 152�E N/A 2 N/A

Continued on Next Page . . .
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Record # Site Type Res Lat Lon Range Tier Reference

90 Tutia d 18O 2 8�S 39�E 1847–1999 1 Ault et al. (2009)

91 Veracruz d 18O N/A 20�N 92�W N/A 2 N/A

92 Yap d 18O N/A 9.5�N 138�E N/A 2 N/A

93 Yemen d 18O N/A 14�N 43�E N/A 2 N/A

94 Yongala Reef d 18O N/A 19.5�S 147�E N/A 2 N/A

95 Zanzibar d 18O 1 6�S 39�E 1851–1999 1 Ault et al. (2009)

985
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FIG. 1: Conceptual framework for the optimal proxy network design. Tier 1 and Tier
2 represent the existing and the unrealized proxy networks. Tier 1 network is assimi-
lated before the optimization procedure (blue arrow) via a Proxy System Model and the
Kalman update equation applied to the climate fields. The Optimization (within the blue
dashed frame) is then performed over potential sites s in Tier 2 network.
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FIG. 3: Is the current coral network optimal? Evaluation of the SST field from 1700
to 1850 reconstructed using an existing (left) and our optimal (right) p-proxy network
for p = 33: (top) pointwise CE; (center) true and reconstructed tropical mean SST field
anomaly with the shaded area being their 95% confidence bounds. The dots in gray
scale (top-right) represent the paleoclimate observation sites in impact order, black being
most impactful and white least impactful. The blue dots (top-left) show the existing coral
network locations. (bottom) Difference map between the optimal 33-sensor network CE
map and Tier1 CE map.
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FIG. 4: Where should the next samples be gathered? Pointwise CE between the recon-
structed and true SST fields from 1700 to 1850 using Tier 1 (top); Difference maps dCE
when adding 25 (center) and 50 (bottom) optimal sensors to Tier 1. The dots in gray
scale represent the optimal paleoclimate observation sites in impact order, black being
most impactful and white least impactful. The blue dots show the existing coral data
locations.
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FIG. 5: Are replicates more advantageous? Pointwise CE between the reconstructed and
true SST fields from 1700 to 1850 using Tier 1 (with replicates) (top); Difference maps
dCE when adding 50 (center) and 100 (bottom) optimal sensors to Tier 1. The dots in
gray scale represent the optimal paleoclimate observation sites in impact order, black
being most impactful and white least impactful. The blue dots show the existing coral
data locations. The numbers shown within the dots represent the number of replicates at
the site.
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FIG. 7: How many paleoclimate observations are needed to yield useful information
about a climate field? Similar CE patterns and amplitudes produced with the optimal 10,
25 and 100 Sensor Placements obtained with SNR=1 (top); 0.5 (center) and 0.25 (bottom)
respectively. Pointwise CE between the reconstructed and true SST fields from 1700 to
1850 using the OSP. The dots in gray scale represent the optimal paleoclimate observation
sites in impact order, black being most impactful and white least impactful.
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FIG. 8: Are corals more informative of temperature or salinity? OSP performance using
J = SSS. Pointwise CE between the reconstructed and true SSS fields from 1700 to 1850
using Tier 1 (with replicates) (top); Difference maps dCE when adding 50 (center) and
100 (bottom) optimal sensors to Tier 1. The dots in gray scale represent the optimal pa-
leoclimate observation sites in impact order, black being most impactful and white least
impactful. The blue dots show the existing coral data locations. The numbers shown
within the dots represent the number of replicates at the site.
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FIG. 9: OSP performance using J = {SST,SSS}. Pointwise CE between the reconstructed
and true SST fields from 1700 to 1850 using Tier 1 (with replicates) (top); Difference maps
dCE when adding 50 (center) and 100 (bottom) optimal sensors to Tier 1. The dots in
gray scale represent the optimal paleoclimate observation sites in impact order, black
being most impactful and white least impactful. The blue dots show the existing coral
data locations. The numbers shown within the dots represent the number of replicates at
the site.
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Variable pseudocoral data lengths [snr:0.5, 50 OSP]
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FIG. 10: How important is the length of the records? 50 optimal sensors where records
all have the same length (top) and from scenario of sec. 4f (center). Lengths of pseudo-
coral sequences are shown within the blue dots (bottom map). The dots in gray scale
represent the optimal paleoclimate observation sites in impact order, black being most
impactful and white least impactful. The numbers shown within the dots represent the
number of replicates at the site.
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